
CE 560 Public Mass Transportation  Name: _______jdf__________ 

Test 1 Solutions, µµµµ=52.3/100, σσσσ=17.1, max=93 Fri. 15 February 2013 

OPEN BOOK AND NOTES  8:30-9:20 AM, Room 1109 ARMS 

For each question, show enough of your work or provide sufficient explanation to allow the 
grader to follow your solution process and, in the case of an incorrect answer, award partial 
credit. 

1. (15 points) Paper or plastic.   You are planning a short trip to Washington, DC, during which 
time you will rely on the Metro rail system to get around the city.  Someone warns you that, if 
you buy a paper Metro fare card, each trip you take will cost $1 more than the posted fare.  
If you instead buy a plastic SmarTrip card for $10, you will get $5 in fares stored on the card, 
you will pay the posted fare for each trip, but you also pay $5 for the plastic card itself.  
(Note: Whether you buy paper or plastic, if your card runs out of value, you can always add 
value to the card at a vending machine at the station.)  On what basis will you decide which 
card to buy? 
[1/18/13 class] Answer:  Paper fare card = fare + $1 penalty per trip; Plastic 

SmarTrip = fare + $5 for card.   

In equation form:  (F+1)*T = 5 + T ���� T=5 at breakeven point, where F=fare and 

T=trips.   

If you plan to take more than 5 trips on the DC Metro, you will be better off 

buying and using the plastic SmarTrip card. 

If you plan to take fewer than 5 trips on the DC Metro, you will be better off 

buying and using the paper fare card. 

If you take exactly five trips on the DC Metro, the two choices are equivalent, 

i.e., fares + $5 for 5 trips.  [18 students got full credit.] 

 
2. (20 points) Allocating Section 5307 funds for Fixed Guideway Sy stems in Large 

Urbanized Areas.   The computations Parts 1A and 1B of HW3 were not easy to carry out.  
Since then, a tool called “FISCAL YEAR 2013 FORMULA PROGRAMS APPORTIONMENT 
DATA UNIT VALUES” has been found on the FTA website.  No explanation is given, but the 
pertinent entries are reproduced in the table below.  [8 pts] Compute and enter into the 
right-hand column the allocations due to the New York-Newark Fixed Guideway System.  In 
the solutions to HW3, it is said of New York-Newark, “Its FG Rev Veh-Mi = 528,283,242“ 
and “New York-Newark has 2620.4 directional route miles.”  [6 pts] Show your calculations.  
[6 pts] Are the allocation values using the unit values reasonable?  Discuss briefly. 

Section 5307 Urbanized 
Area Formula Program - 

Fixed Guideway Tier 

APPORTIONMENT 
DATA UNIT VALUE 

$$ to New York-Newark 
Fixed Guideway System 

Fixed Guideway  
Revenue Vehicle Mile 

0.307920 $162,668,975.9 

Fixed Guideway Route Mile 18736.3279 $49,096,673.63 

 [HW3] Answer:  “Unit value” must mean “$ per unit of specified measure”.   

Try 528,283,242 * .307920 = $162,668,975.9 and 2620.4 * 18736.3279 = 

$49,096,673.63.  The sum of these two allocations is $211,765,649.5.  In the 
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HW3 solutions, New York-Newark was to receive $236,272,706 in Fixed 

Guideway allocations.  The difference is a little more than 10 percent, which is 

reasonable.  The starting amount of $2,290,545,383 may not have been correct, 

the “0.75 percent rule” may have some effect, etc. [2 students got full credit.] 

 
3. (15 points) Using Automated Passenger Count (APC) data.    In HW3, you used an 

excerpt of APC data.  If you had all the APC data for all the CityBus buses and routes on a 
given day, explain how you could use those data to estimate the percent of all trips taken 
that day that were taken by Purdue faculty, staff, and students. 
[HW3] Answer:  I would add up all the passengers boarding and alighting at 

bus stops on Purdue’s campus and divide by all boardings and alightings on 

the entire CityBus system.  Complications that are probably minor:  (a) Trips 

using Purdue ID that start and end at stops not on campus, (b) Visitors w/o 

Purdue ID who board/alight at campus stop(s).  Alternatives not acceptable for 

this problem statement are those that use info besides APC data:  (a) Driver 

enters code for Purdue ID use into farebox as passengers board, regardless of 

stop location (on- or off-campus).  (b) Using information about farebox 

revenues.  (c) Conducting a survey.  [5 students got full credit.] 

 

4. (15 points) Milwaukee’s Productivity Frequency Index.   A route takes 30 minutes to serve 
in each direction (60-minute round trip).  Two buses serve the route with headway = 30 
minutes.  During one 30-minute period, 50 passengers ride the outbound bus and 20 pax 
ride the inbound bus.   

PFI = (50 20) pax 30 min
*

2 veh *0.50 hr 60 min/ hr

+ = 35 

What change(s) to service on the route would bring the PFI into (or close to) the desirable 
range?  Show your method. 
[1/28/13 e-h/o]  Answer:  [5 pts] Desired PFI is 10-12.  [5 pts] Try adding one 

bus (2 veh ���� 3 veh) so that h goes from 30 to 20 minutes.  [5 pts] Then PFI = 

(50 20) pax 20 min
*

3veh *0.50 hr 60 min/ hr

+
=15.5.  If a 4th bus is added, PFI = 

(50 20) pax 15min
*

4 veh *0.50 hr 60 min/ hr

+
= 8.75.  

NV=4 is a little closer to the desired range than NV=3, so h ���� 15 minutes.   

Another way, recognizing that h = 60/NV:  Look for NV such that PFI = 11 

=
2

(50 20) pax 60 / NV min 70
*

NV veh *0.50 hr 60 min/ hr 0.5* NV

+ = ; NV = 3.57.  NV = 4 is a little closer to 3.57, so 

h ���� 15 minutes.  [5 students got full credit and several others were close.] 
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5.  (15 points)  Transit demand elasticity with respect to service.   Show your calculation of 
the service elasticity indicated by the change(s) made in 2001, using E(shr). 

Year of change 1993 1998 2001 2008 2013? 

New average fare $0.62 $0.73 $0.73 $0.83 $0.87 

New average headway 26.4 min 26.4 min 29.5 min 33.6 min 24.3 min 

Riders/day after change(s) 34,745 32,770 30,495 27,900  

[2/6/13 ohead and HW4]  Answer:  The problem requires use of service (not 

fare) data.  [5 pts for service form] This means headway appears where fare 

does for fare elasticity.  Shrinkage ratio for service elasticity is OK, because 

fare does not change.  [5 pts for values entered] 

Q1 Q0 30,495 32,770
Q0 32,770 0.0694

e(shr)
h1 h0 29.5 26.4 0.1174

h0 26.4

−  − 
    −   = = =

− −   
   
   

= -0.591 [5 pts for solution] 

[11 students got full credit.] 

 

6.  “Elevator Speeches” on Adopted Transit Systems.   Base your answers on what was 
said and what is on the handouts provided on Friday 8 February 2013. 
A. (5 points)  Name one system for which Operating Revenue > Operating Costs. 
B. (5 points)  Name one system that has balloon routes. 
C. (5 points)  Which system’s service area surrounds the service area of the area’s major 

city? 
D. (5 points)  Which system does not charge a fare? 
[2/8/13]  A. Singapore or Hong Kong 

B. Singapore 

C. The Middle Tennessee system surround’s Nashville’s system; Chicago Metra 

is OK. 

D. Aspen 

[3 students got full credit.] 


